






























1. Preview

The Religious Conditions of the Muslim World in
General and of the Najd in Particular at the Time
of the Call of Sheikh Muhammad ibn
Abdulwahh§b

The noble reforaiation movement of Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab, May Allah bless him, began at the beginning

of the n*** century of the Hijri, the 18*** century of the
Gregorian era. Imam Muhammad Ibn-Saud was all along

supporting and helping him in his noble efforts. This was a

period of great degradation of the Muslims throughout the

world. Various historical sources and biographers, with

different points of view, present a very lamentable picture of

the religio-political and social conditions of the time.

According to these historical sources, the Muslim

world was passing through decadence and was at the brink of

collapse in all aspects, the intellectual, the religious, the

moral, the political and the social. All fields suffered very

badly, and a state of confusion prevailed everywhere. Waves

of despotism, persecutions and anarchy engulfed the political

and social arena. People of many Muslim lands had deviated

from the teachings of Islam, both in the concept of the

attributes and qualities of Allah and in the socio-political and





The books like Tabaqdt al-Kubra (Great high levels)

of Sha'rani of that period contain such strange and blatant
infidelity. It is stated in one paragraph, that Allah has

assigned an angel to each grave of the saints to grant the
supplications of anyone who might supplicate to that saint.

In the Hijaz, supplication at/graves was rampant. The
grave of Khadija (May Allah be pleased with her) at al
Mu'allat and the Tomb of Abu-Talib were among the places

of supplication and invoking intercession for worldly gain. In

Yemen, as in Hudyeda, Hadramaut and Yafi', famous graves

and tombs were the centers of supplication and worship.

Similarly in Syria, Damascus, Aleppo and remote parts were

full of such places, where people used to go to seek blessings.

In Iraq, the graves of Abu-Hanifah, and Ma'aruf Karkhi were

places of such activities. Shiites, likewise, did the same at

Najaf, the place where Ali ibn Abu-Talib (May Allah be
pleased with him) was martyred, and at the tombs of Husain

and Kazim in Karbala. People used to come to these graves

and such places, supplicated and worshipped there and

wanted these graves, tombs, etc. to fulfil their needs and

remove their difficulties.''

As places of worship and places to receive blessings,
tombs and graves had spread into all cities of the Muslim
world. Some scholars with selfish motives brought out books
for the general reader depicting the etiquette of visiting these

* Husain ibn Ghannam; Rawdhatu 'l-j^kdri wa 'l-Ifltdmu 'l-Mur^di hdla 'l-lntdm wa Ta 'dddu
Ghazawdti Dkawi'l-bldm, (the garden of thou^ts and understanding about the Imam and
the count of battles orisIaro)p.S & 6.









the traits of the influence of the "Jahiliya", the Period of

Ignorance. The banners of the Shariah lay in the dust in those

days. Ignorance and blind obedience had become the order of

the day. Yoimgsters were being brought up under the

protection of the people of those cities and coimtries, and

their senior people were on the path of their predecessors.

Shariah was all but forgotten, and the revealed text of the

Qur'an and the principles of the Sunnah were obliterated. The

paths of their forefathers on the wrong way were in vogue,

and the stories of soothsayers and misguided people were

popular and held in esteem. They got rid of monotheism and

religion and struggled hard to establish their links with saints,

holy men, idols, images and devils besides Allah. Even the

so-called scholars and their rulers and overall leaders were

marching on the same path, the popular salty sea. Popular

custom and traditions had coated their eyes and desire and

lust had imprisoned them, keeping them from rising to the

centers of guidance, the coherent and compact text and clear

signs and verses."®

In short, this was the religious condition of the Muslim

World in general and Najd in particular at the time of the

appearance of the call of Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab. We mentioned it in the prologue to the life of

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab. We will discuss

Abdullatif ibn Abduirahman ibn Hasan A1 Sheikh: Majm&'atu'l-Risd'ili wa'l-Misd'ili'l-
Najdtya, (Najdi group of letters and issues) vol.3, pp. 381-382.



further the fects about his call in detail in the forthcoming
pages, God willing.

2. Early Life of Sheikh Muhammad ibn
Abdulwahhab

His Genealogy;

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab ibn Sulaiman

ibn ' Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Rashid ibn Barid ibn

Mushrif at-Tamimi was bom intheyear 1115H/1703G. He
was descended from the tribe ofTamim, which had kept to
their native in the Najd region, settled there and made it their

homeland. They left the desert life and adopted other
honorable activities like agriculture and trade.'

It is known that his family in Najd excelled in honor
because of the scholars in the family in the later part of the
fifth century of the Hejira. Similarly it had excelled in the
recent past. His grandfather Sulaiman ibn 'Ali was referred to
for religious verdicts in all matters during his lifetime and
scholars and students flocked to him in quest of knowledge.
He was a faqth - a Jurist, fiilly conversant with various
schools of thought. Ibn Bashir said, "His grandfather
Sulaiman was the referee of the Najd in his time on all

»
Mahmud Taha, Ju^nifiyatu Shibahi 'l-Jazirati 'I- 'Arablya, (The Geography of the Arabian
Peninsula) vol. 2 (Cairo: 1965 C.E), p. 145.







pious predecessors to eliminate innovations and purify Islam

from superstitions and myths.

He began to negate these myths and innovations, and

started calling people to keep clear ward off the deviations.

When the Sheikh realized that the people of Oyayneh did not

care to listen to the truth, he decided to leave Najd and go to

the holy places in the Hijaz, first of all to perform the Hajj

and then to study.

3. Journey to Hijaz

Sheikh Muhammad sought permission from his father

to travel to the Hijaz. His father gave his son his permission

to leave and provided him with the necessities that he might

need on his journey. The Sheikh travelled to Makkah and

performed his Hajj there, where he acquainted himself of the

conditions of the Muslims. He then went to Madinah, where

he came across two eminent scholars. Their impact on his life

remained forever.

One of them was Sheikh Najdi. His family was

prominent in honor and dignity. He had influence and

precedence in the town of Majma'a.'''He was an intelligent
scholar and fond of and attracted to the books of Imam ibn

*'* Majma'a is the capital of the Sudair region, which is situated at a distance of 22S km. north
of Riyadh.





derived inspirations from other scholars in Madinah, like

Sheikh Daghistani and Ismail al- 'Ajlawni.

Innovations were rampant in Madinah as well. One day

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab was near the grave of

the Messenger (PBUH). He noticed a group of people near

the holy room. They were calling the Prophet and appealing

for his help and for doing things that the Prophet Muhammad

(PBUH) had come to forbid and eradicate. He was opposed to

such things, he saw, from the core of his heart. When he saw

the Madinah scholar Sheikh Sindhi approaching him, he

asked Sheikh As-Sindhi, "What do you say about these

people?" Sheikh Sindhi replied;

"Verily, these people will be destroyed for that which

they are engaged in (idols-worship). And all that they

are doing is in vain." (Qur'an, 7:139)"

There is no doubt that the journey of the Sheikh to Al-

Hijaz was of much benefit to him. He could observe the life

of the Muslims of the then Islamic world during the Hajj at

the holy House of Allah. It was a representative gathering. He

could acquaint himself with the scholars of the holy cities,

Makkah and Madinah. He learned from them whatever he

needed. After fulfilling his aim of journeying to the Hijaz, he

decided to return to Najd as polytheism and ignorance had

" Also see Ali al Tantawi; Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhdb, 1318H. P17



clouded it. He resolved to fight innovations, myth and image

worship wherever and in whatever form it was visible or in

any way the situation called for. They prayed for his success

and wished him well. He said He left Madinah for Najd.

4. Back to Najd

The Sheikh returned to Najd happy. Travel to the Hijaz
had been very beneficial to him. He had performed the
obligatory Hajj and visited the Messenger's city, Al-Madinah
(May there be the best and the choicest mercy on the dwellers
of the city). He had equipped himself with knowledge from
the scholars of the holy places. While he had been staying
there, he had continued to have links with his hometown,
Oyayneh, and he had kept his father informed about his

learning and discussions on the jurisprudence ifiqh) of Imam
Ahmad. He used to write letters and lessons in his own hand.

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab was fast in writing and
was a scribe with a beautiful hand. He could fill a whole

copybook in one sitting with a clear and beautiful script
without the least feeling of exhaustion."

Sheikh Muhammad continued this until he decided to

travel to Iraq to benefit himself from the fountain of

knowledge there. He left Oyayneh for Iraq in 1136H/1724G.

Husain Khalaf as-Sheikh Vimt'tX,Haydtu'sh'SheikhMtihammadibnAbdulwaMiSb(l\\i:
life of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab) Beirut: Matabi'u Dflri'l-Kutub, 1968), p. 60.



5. Sheikh Muhammad in Basra

When Sheikh Muhammad reached Basra, he met

Sheikh Muhammad al-Jumu'i,'^ a Salafi scholar, under whom
he studied Arabic and hadith. He stayed there for some time

reading him literature and hadith. He used to oppose the

polytheistic activities and innovations and stood against

them. His Sheikh appreciated his pupil's gesture and his

stress on monotheism and benefited by his discussions.'^

As a matter of fact. Sheikh Muhammad did not

concentrate on studies alone while he stayed at Basra: He also

fought the innovations of the radical shias, like sanctifying
graves and glorifying the saints, etc. He was very shocked of
the many myths and innovations he found there, that had

been attributed to religion, and were inherited by the people
from one generation to the next and that had became a matter
of dogmatic truth for them.

The Sheikh exposed the innovations and opposed

them. He explained facts about monotheism in his sessions.

He once described these sittings by saying, "People involved
in polytheistic activities used to come to me and express their

doubts. I used to explain that all kinds of prayer and worship

belonged to Allah alone. Prayer to and worship of any other

being is invalid and uncalled for. They used to remain seated,

stunned at what I said and not uttering a single word."^"

In reference to a group of residential areas in the city of Basra.
" 'UthmSn ibn Abdullah ilai Bishr, 'Unwdttu'l-Majdi /iTdViWiAfa/rf (the Title of Glory)

I402H.VO1. 2. p. 8.
Husain ibn Ghann&n, Tdtikh Najd, (The History ofNajd) edited hy Nasser al-Asad, p. 26



Thus, the Sheikh began opposing the innovations at
Basra as he used to oppose them in the Hijaz and at Oyayneh.

Some of the inhabitants were hurt at Sheikh Muhammad's

criticism of their innovative beliefs. They thus, started putting
embarrassing questions to him in order to instill him with

doubt. However, the Sheikh replied to them with firm and

solid arguments. That cleared the doubts and clarified the

right belief and rejects the refutations. One of his replies to
the questions he used to be asked happened to be, "All kinds

of prayer and worship is due Allah alone. Any kind of

worship to any one beside Allah is invalid and forbidden.

And whosoever calls any other than Allah is committing
error."^'

Despite what the Sheikh faced at Basra from the

extremist Shias, there were people who believed in what he
said and defended him. But the opponents were much more in
number than his supporters and fiiends. The opponents
hatched conspiracies against him and decided to hurt him for
his incessant criticism. One day a group of them came to him
at noon. The evil designs were apparent on their faces. They
threatened him to kill if he did not leave Basra. Sheikh

Muhammad thereupon left Basra for the peace and safety of
his life.^^ The Sheikh departed Basra for Zubair^^ on foot
without any provisions. He became very thirsty on the way

Husain Khalaf, Hqyat al Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhdb (The Life of Sheikh
Muhammad ibn Abduh/ahhdb)p.62.

Zubair is a big village inhabited by people ofSalafi (Pure Monotheistic) belief. It is the
ancient Basra. To be found there is the grave of the great Companion Zubayr, and it is
named after him.



and was near death. Allah then blessed him. A man from

Zubair, who was known as Abu Humaidan, saw him. He was
riding a donkey, and he took the Sheikh with him on his
donkey and escorted him to Zubair.

Sheikh Muhammad stayed at Zubair for some time and

then wanted to leave for Syria. He had no money as the

imprudent people of Basra who had driven him out had

seized everything he possessed. In the meantime, he received

the news that his father had moved to Huraimila' from

Oyayneh because of differences with the emir, Muhammad

ibn Hamad ibn Muammar.

The Sheikh thereupon thought of returning to Najd. He

passed through al-AhsS' and met Sheikh Abdullah ibn

Muhammad ibn Abdullatif al-Ahsa'i. He paid him respect

and stayed with him for some days, well attended by studies

and discussions. Thereafter he left for Huraimila' and joined

his father.

6. Proofs indicating that the Sheikh never
visited Persia

Before concluding about the travels and journeys of

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhdb out of Najd, we would

like to point out the error committed by many historians.



Some people have related that Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab travelled Persia and that he stayed in

Kurdistan. Many historians have committed this mistake. For

example, the orientalist Margoliouth has mentioned in the

Encyclopaedia of Islam that the Sheikh got married to a

woman in Baghdad. When she died he inherited two

thousand dinar. He then travelled Kurdistan and Hamdan.

Many European writers have referred to this story, like

Bergis, Zwemer and BalGerif.^'' This mistake is not confined
to the orientalists. The writer of Lam'u'l-Shihdbi fiSirati

Muhammad ibn Abdi 'l-wahhdb (the brightness of a star) has

related that the Sheikh travelled to Persia and studied

philosophy and wisdom there. Hafiz Wahaba has copied the

story of Ibn Abdulwahhab's journey to Persian land from this

book in the footnote of his book, Jaziratu 7- 'Arab (Arab

Peninsula) on page 336. Thereafter all writers have referred

to this journey, depending on the one source, i.e. "The

Brightness of a Star" in the biography oi Muhammad ibn

Abdi'l-wahhdb. None of them has ever referred to the

original sources on the subject, such as Td 'rtkh Najd (History

of Najd) of Ibn Ghannam and 'Unwdnu'l-Majd (Title of

Glory) of Ibn Bashr. It is incorrect for many reasons:

First: After going through the books of the Sheikh and his

treatises, we can say that he never referred to the

Persian land in the list of places he ever visited.

Ahmad Ali Al-Sau4 p. 10.















people believed it. Whatever is beyond it is

polytheism, about which Allah, the Exalted said:

Verily, whosoever sets up partners in worship with

Allah, then Allah has forbidden Paradise for him,
and the Fire will be his abode. (Qur'an 5:72)

So when you confirm this and see that people
say it, it is good. Among the opponents who skip and
desist turns to disbelief and liable to be fought against,
if they were in the religion of Allah and His
Messenger. We have come to you to oppose them and

fight, but we advise you through it to adhere to what
you left out, i.e. the religion of Allah and His
Messenger, if you belong to the community of

Muhammad, inwardly and outwardly.

I would like to convey this to you with an

example.^'

Qibla, the Direction of Prayer: The Prophet

(PBUH) and his followers pray, and the Christians also

pray. Each has his qibla or direction of prayer. The

qibla of the followers of Muhammad (PBUH) is the

holy House of Allah, whereas the Qibla of the

Christians is the East, the place of sunrise. All of us

perform prayer, but we differ about Qibla. Say, if a

follower of Muhammad (PBUH) confirms it (i.e. the

claim to believe in the teachings of the Messenger) but

29
Ibid., Td 'rikh Najd, (The History of Najd) p, 217.



dislikes facing the Qibla and loves those who face the

sun, do you think he is a Muslim? This is what we call
for and stand for. Allah, the Exalted sent the Prophet

(PBUH) to call people to monotheism, and not to call

on anyone with Allah, be he a prophet or any other.

The Christians call on Jesus, the messenger of Allah as

well as pious people, and (the Christians) say that they

will stand as mediators for us before Allah. Therefore,

all who believe in monotheism should treat it like the

qibla and consider shirk, polytheism, facing East,

although the matter of monotheism is greater in

importance than the qibla.

I advise and urge you not to waste the bounty of

Allah. Do not prefer the Christian religion to your

religion. What do you say of the person who faces

Allah and knows that monotheism is His religion and

the religion ofHis Messenger, whereas he hates it and

hates whoever follows it? Do you think Allah will

pardon him? Advice is for those who fear the

Hereafter. But for hearts free from it, we have nothing

to do for them."

Sheikh Muhammad was not content only with that

during his staying at Huraimila'. He wrote a valuable book
during this period putting the fundamentals of his call into it.

It is named Tawhidu 'l-Ladhi Huwa Haqqu 'lldhi 'aid 7- 'abid
(Monotheism is Allah's obligatory rights upon his

worshippers). Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab has explained

the Islamic belief with clear details depending on the noble



Qur'an and the holy Sunna. The method he adopted is that he
presents a verse of the Qur'an that calls for monotheism,

explains it and then adds the sayings of the Messenger of
Allah (PBUH) that support the meaning. Thereafter he points
out whatever spoils the belief of the Muslim, and describes
the ways people follow that lead to polytheism. He puts the
examples thereafter under "Chapter on the Cause of the
Disbelief of the Progeny of Adam and Giving Up Their
religion. Was That They Overly Revered Pious People". He
said, "Allah, the Exalted says:

"O people of the Scripture! Do not exceed the limits
in your religion..." (Qur'an 4:171)

Bukhari narrated fî om Ibn Abbas (May Allah be
pleased with him) the saying of Allah, the Exalted:

"And they have said: 'You shall not leave your gods,
nor shall you leave Wadd, norSuwa', nor Yaghuth,
nor Yaouq nor Nasr." (Qur'an 71:23)

Ibn Abbas said these names were the names of pious
people among the followers of Noah. When they died, Satan
inspired them to make statues of them at the places they used
to stay and name children after them, which they did. They
were not worshipped until (this first generation) died and
knowledge of them disappeared. After the death of this
generation, these statues began to be worshipped.

Ibn Umar said, the Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said,
do not treat me as the helpers of the Jesus treated Jesus, son









Allah said:

But if th^ answer you not, then know that they only
follow their own lusts... (Qur'an 28:50)

So there are only two ways - there is no third
choice - either to respond to the Messenger or to obey
lusts. He then explained and said, "Then the Exalted
informed that whosoever orders or follow orders other

than the way of the Messenger, he thus followed
Taghut either way:

Have you seen those who claim that they believe In

that which has been sent down to you, and that which
was sent down before you, and they wish to go for

judgement (In their disputes) to the Taghut while they

have been ordered to reject them. But Shaltan (Satan)

whlshes to lead them far astray. (Qur'an 4:60)

Ibn Taymiya said, 'Tag/iwr is everything that a
worshiper transgresses the limits of his deity: whether
passing judgement or seeking judgement. Thus the
Taghut of every nation is the one who pass judgement
contrary to the orders of Allah and His Messenger,
follows somebody in defiance of Allah, or obeying in
matters while not knowing that it is the obedience of
Allah. These are the Tawdghit (singular: TaghUt) of the
world. If you look at and consider the conditions of the

people with it, you will see that there are many people
who avoid obeying Allah and following His



Messenger. They are obeying Taghut and following
them. People do not stick themselves in the way of the
successful and rightly guided people of this ummah
(nation). The rightly guided people of the ummah are
the Companions of the Messenger of Allah and those
who followed them. Allah, the Exalted said;

But th^ have broken their religion among them into
sects, each group rejoicing in its belief (Qur'an 23:53)

It also means that "they cut off their affairs
between them. All groups have books, and each group
rejoices with what it has."

The word al-Zobor is used. It means books. That

is, every group has made up a book and sticks to it.
Each acts according to what it has and not the books of

others. It is all alike in practice. Allah said:

On the day when son^ faces wiU become white and

somefaces will become black.... (Qur'an 3:106)

Ibn Abbas said, "The faces of the people of the

Sunnah and conformity will become white whereas the

faces of the dissenting and deviating people will

become black. All these statements are from Ibn

Qayyim.

Sheikh Taqiyu'd-Din in his book Kitabu 'l-lmdn
said, "Allah, the Exalted said:









demolish the dome and consulted the emir, 'Uthman ibn

Mu'ammar. 'Uthman said go ahead and demolish it. The

Sheikh feared for Uthman from the people of Jubailah. He,

therefore, arranged Bedouins for defense and to aid the emir.

The Sheikh went to Jubailah. Emir 'Uthman was with him

along with six hundred people. When he approached the

dome, people of Jubailah moved to stop his party by force.

Uthman got ready to fight, deployed his force and prepared

his armament. When the people noticed the emir's

determination, they refrained from stopping it by force. They

went forward to forbid the emir and the Sheikh from

demolishing it and warned them of the evil consequence.

When the Sheikh noticed such an attachment, he stepped

ahead with the axe and hit its sides. His followers followed

him and the dome disappeared. Nothing happened to the

Sheikh. There was uproar in Najd from these steps. The

people alleged that the Sheikh was an innovator and

disbeliever, out of the pale of Islam. These evil allegations

could not deter the Sheikh from his commitments. He

undertook to defend his stand about the call and countered

the critics with wisdom and a pleasing and sensible manner.

He sent letters to some scholars. The following letter is an

example of the letters written to various scholars of Sudair,

Washm and Qassim, as guidance to work for the

establishment of true religion.



In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful

From; Muhammad ibn Abdul wahhab

To: Whoever may receive this letter

As-Salaamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuhu

(peace and blessings be upon you)

To: Specially to Muhammad ibn Ubaid, Abdulqadir al

Udaili and his son, Abdullah ibn Saheem, Abdullah ibn

Udhib, Humaidan ibn Turki, Ali ibn Zamil and

Muhammad Abalkheil ibn Abdullah^^

Verily Allah, the Exalted sent Muhammad

(Peace and blessings be upon him) as the last of the

messengers. Allah has guided us to the perfect code of

life, din, through him. He gave us the complete and

grand laws, rules and regulations. The core and the

cream of all these is sincerity to the religion for the

sake of Allah, worshipping Allah alone and associating

nothing with him{ In negating polytheism, shirk, Allah

alone should be called and nothing else, be they angels,

prophets or others. One should prostrate and kneel to

Allah alone. One should call on Allah alone to remove

eliminate any harm (supernatural) and seek blessings,

good fortune, happy endings, etc. from none but Allah.

»
Husain ibn Ghannfim: Td 'rikh Najd, (The History ofNajd) edited by Nasini'd-din al-Asad,
p. 246. Also see at-Dumni 's-Sumitya, (The Sunnah's Jewls) vol. 2, pp. 20 & 22.



Only Allah, and Allah alone, can cause good. One

should fear Allah alone. One should swear only by

Allah. Slaughter must be made only in His name. All

kinds of worship belong to Allah, the only one. There

is none besides Him. This is the meaning of, 'there is

no god but Allah,' He is the only one to return to, the

only refuge, the only intended and desired being, the

only one of real trust and reliance. It seems very easy

for the one who does not know, and very great for the

one who knows. Those who understand know that

there are a lot of deviations with which the Devil plays.

He has made association with Allah, polytheism,

glittering for people. He seduces them in the name of

love and respect for the pious people. This statement

has two bases.

The First Basis

You know that the nonbelievers who fought the

Messenger of Allah (Peace and blessings be upon him)

were aware of Allah and were sanctifying Him. They

were making the Greater Pilgrimage and the Lesser

Pilgrimage, ^umra, and thought they were on the

religion of Ibrahim al-Khalil (Abraham). They were

witnessing that it was only Allah who creates, sustains

and manages the universe, and that there is none

associated with Him in these spheres. As Allah said:



Say, "who provides for you from the si^ and from the

earth? Or who owns hearing and sight? And who

brings out the livingfrom the dead and brings out the

dead from the living? And who disposes the affairs?
They will say, Allah.... (Qur'an 10:31)

So you know that the nonbelievers were
witnessing all these.

The Second Basis

The people of the Jahiliya (the Time of
Ignorance) were calling the pious people like the

angels, Issa (Jesus), Uzair, etc. Anything associated
with them was named god, but they never meant that

they were the creator and the sustainer. They were
calling the angels, and Issa saying that 'they are our

mediators before Allah.' They were saying: "we
worship them only that they may bring us near to Allah"

(Qur'an 39:3). The meaning of ilah (god) in their
dictionary was the same as we have, i.e. that which is

cloaked in a shroud of mystery. They called their
Sheikh (a pious man) fitqara. By this they mean that
they are liable to be called, they can profit and hurt.

Nonbelievers, however, confess that creation and

sustenance is for Allah alone. Their associated beings
were not gods in that sense. The purpose of naming
them god was because they were present before them.
They could see them and touch them. But the

polytheists of our time are much more deviant than





















and be straight and just. He wanted them to show all respect

for the Sheikh. After the directives for the call, complete

adherence was sought. The call received full attention. The

Sheikh began to receive respect and dignity. His words were

heard and followed. The call received attention in all the

areas under the domination of 'Uthman ibn Mu'ammar. The

news spread far and wide and the believers were much

pleased. They reformed themselves and put the conditions

back on the right track. Truth spread in every direction from

that place, and his teachings spread everywhere."^ 'Uthman
was not contented to help the call in his area of domination.

When the Sheikh left for Dira'iya and began living there, the

first deputation to reach Dira'iya for an oath of allegiance at

the hands of the Sheikh was from 'Oyayneh. The emir also

invited the Sheikh to return to 'Oyayneh. Thus, we can safely

say that 'Uthman ibn Mu'ammar helped the man's call for

reform personally and with his power and wealth. It is thus

absurd to think that he plotted to kill him when the Sheikh

decided to leave for Diya'iya. The fact is that the situation

was very much against the Sheikh and the emir in those days.

It was therefore advisable on the part of the Sheikh to leave

the place. The emir helped the Sheikh with his horseman

when in 'Oyayneh and when he decided to leave for Dira'iya.
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infidelity and polytheism and has nipped their arguments in
the bud.

The Sheikh, in this bock, has mentioned the arguments
of the people who themselves cling to saints, wiping their
hands on tombs and like actions. They argue that they thereby
pay respect to pious people. They appeal to the saints and the
pious people to mediate, to supplicate, as they are the best
people among them. The Sheikh stated that going to pious
people and asking them to supplicate on their behalf could be
valid in case of the living ones. This can never be valid in
case of the dead. With death, the relation between life and
living people is discontinued. There is no difference between
the one who hopes for blessings near the grave of a saint and
the one who worships idols. Both of them consider that there
are intercessors and mediators between Allah and himself.

The nonbelievers of the Quraish, who fought the call of
monotheism, were on the same ground. They believed that
Allah was the great creator, but that there were gods other
than Allah who interceded and brought benefit and loss.
These gods are in the way of Allah:

We worship them only that they may bring tis near to
Allah (Qur'an 39:3)

The Sheikh continued to put forward various examples
of this kind of polytheism in opposition to the beliefs of some
of the Muslims about saints and pious people.''® This book

Kashfal ̂nibhat (The reveilance of refutes) P220, Ihoeafter as supplement to the collection
ofMonotheism al Najdia.



has been published independently many a time and often as
part of collections. Pages 233 to 258 of the Td 'rikh Najd (The
History of Najd) by Husain ibn Ghannam edited by Dr.
Nasiru'd-din al-Asad published in Cairo in the year 1381H
also copied this book.

3. KitabuM-KabaMr (The Book ofMajor Forbidden Things

[in Islam])

The Sheikh has elucidated things contrary to the

fundamentals of Islam. This book has been published a

number of times.

4. KitabuM-Sirati'l-Mukhtasira (The Book of the Short

Biography [of the Prophet])

This is a small book on the life of the Messenger (May

peace and blessings be upon him). This is a short summary of
the biography by Ibn Hisham in the style of the Sheikh. It has
been published a number of times.

5. Kitabu'l-Usuli'th-Thalathati wa Adillatiha (The Book

on the Three Fundamentals of Islam and Their Proofs)

In this work, there are explanations of the knowledge

of Allah, the knowledge of His prophet and the knowledge of
Islam with related arguments.













It is famed that Muhammad ibn Saud did not like to

see any youth from his place and from his group to remain a

bachelor. He used to ask reasons for not marrying. If it was

reported that he had no money to pay dowry, ibn Saud would

provide the dowry and will ask him to marry. If he knew that

someone was refusing to give hand of his daughter though

the proposer was of the same status, he would go to the

parents and would admonish them. He would stand guarantee

for the parents fearing any bad treatment from the proposer to

the girl. He used to fulfill the conditions. All this was due to

his sublime nature and his generosity. He wanted to see his

fellow men in good circumstances and with numerous

offspring.®^

Spreading of the call during the time of
Muhammad ibn Saud

When Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab reached

Dira'iya there was an agreement between the Sheikh and Ibn

Saud. Thereafter he started calling people to the right path

guiding them with good manners. But many people took

objection to it. They rather prepared themselves to combat

the call with force. Thus defense became imminent. The

Sheikh called his followers to defend the 'call of the Pious

Predecessors'. They responded to the call. Muhammad ibn

'W,pp. 128
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propagating the call. He died contended with his services.

The most important event of his period was the establishment

of the call of the pious predecessors.

Second. Imam Abdulaziz ibn Muhammad ibn

Saud, the Second Founder of the First Phase of
Saudi Rule.

Abdulaziz ibn Muhammad ibn Saud was bom in

1136H in Dira'iya. His contact with Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab began when the Sheikh was in 'Oyayneh. He
was sent to him to seek an explanation of Suratu'l-Fatiha
(Chapter One: the Opening). The Sheikh wrote an exegesis of
the Surah for him. This excellent explanation has been
included in the history written by Ibn Ghannam.

When the Sheikh reached Dira'iya, Abdulaziz was
attached to him and was very regular in attending his lectures.
He felt proud of the leadership of the Sheikh and was
attentive to his call. He was very eager to earn his pleasure
and was quick to fulfill his desires. The Sheikh loved him
much and used to praise him in private as well as public
gatherings.

Muhammad ibn Saud, the founder of the Saudi

dynasty, died in 1179H. Abdulaziz succeeded him as the emir

of Dira'iya. He was then forty-six years old.

Abdulaziz is considered the second founder of the first

phase of Saudi Rule. He associated with his father in the



foundation and consolidation of the Rule. He helped his

father in his middle age and represented him when he was
old. When his father died, he took over power and carried the
flag high with strength and faith. He subdued the cities
through battle and. diplomacy. The state was run imder the
rule of Shariah. He added a number of territories to the state

of his father.

Allah blessed the small state that he inherited from his

father. He kept the flag high. Within few years after the death
of his father, Abdulaziz was able to annex the states of Najd
and Ahsa, Mountains of Shanu* and Tihamah, the peaks of
Ubaidah and the highlands of Hijaz. His authority was
recognised in Qawasim, Oman, Ziarah and Bahrain. The
gates of the holy Mosques were also opened for him. Zakah
reached him even from Syria and Iraq.'"*

His state extended and the capital of his reign,

Dira'iya, became very large. It became the largest city of the
Arabian Peninsula. The prophecy of Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab proved true. The Sheikh had promised in the

first meeting with Muhammad ibn Saud, that in case he were

sincere to the oneness of Allah, to monotheism and to the

implementation of the Laws of Allah, he and his sons would

own the Arabian Peninsula.

Abdulaziz was able to put an end the rule of Ibn

Duwas in Riyadh, which opposed the state of the call for over
twenty-eight years. He also subdued the Emirate of Ibn

^ Ibid., vol 2, p. 17.
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as a pretext to collect wealth. He collected wealth to serve the

call. He was a brave man sans pride. He was never rash. He

was kind and merciful but called transgression and breaching
the peace to book. He stood for severe punishment to those

who attempted anarchy."^®

These were some of the personal qualities of Imam

Abdulaziz ibn Muhammad ibn Saud, the second founder of

the first phase of the Saudi dynasty. He ruled for over forty

years, busy with battles and skirmishes. He used to send

delegations to preach and propagate the call of monotheism

to near and far-off places. He was murdered in the year

1218H. The Saudi regime swayed from one end of the

Euphrates to the borders of Oman and from the Arabian Gulf

to the Hijaz and Asir.
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word that does not contradict the clear command, it is

preferable he say like people who have deep knowledge, "We

believe in everything that reached us by our Lord."

The Fourth Rule. The Prophet (PBUH) is reported to

have said, "The things that are permissible are clear and the

things that are forbidden are clear and there are things

between them that are ambiguous."

And if you involve yourself in talking about religious

matters without taking this saying into consideration you

might go astray. Three of the above rules are derived from

the book of Allah, and the fourth one is derived from the

Prophet (PBUH). You should know that, in brief, these are

the four fundamental rules around which the religion of Islam

revolves. These rules cover all aspects: the science of tafsir

(commentary on the Qur'an), the science of Usul

(fundamentals), the science of sulouk and behaviour, the

science of hadith, the sciqnce of the halal and the hdram (the

lawful and the unlawful), the science Offiqh (jurisprudence)

or the science of wa'd and wa 'id (promises and warnings) or

other such religious sciences.

The Sheikh then, with due regard to the scholars, stated
that obedience to the texts, nusds is obligatory. After a long
discussion he said, "In short, when you notice a dispute or
difference refer to Allah and the Messenger. When the right

and correct step is clear to you, follow it and if things are not



clear to you to act upon them, refer to the statement of the
scholar or scholars whose learning and piety with which you
are satisfied."

To sum up, anybody aware of the writings of the

Sheikh will notice his concern and great reverence for the

book of Allah, the Exalted, by way of quoting verses fi-om the

noble Qur'an^ in support of his opinions. Some of his

writings appear to be an anthology of texts be they fi"om the

noble Qur'an or fî om the Surmah of the prophet, like in his

book Usulu'l-lmdn, in the chapter entitled, 6/-

kitabi'lldh."

The writings of the Sheikh and his disciples of the call

are full of quotations fi'om the noble Qur'an and the hadith.

The above mentioned book Usulu 'l-lmdn (The Fundamentals

of Faith) has a chapter entitled Tahndhahu 'aid iuzumi's-

Sunnah ([the PropheVs(PBUH)] recommendation for the

implication of the Sunnah) demonstrates in his call, the

interest and concern about the Sunnah of the Prophet. His

compilations of summaries of Bukhari and the life of the

Messenger (PBUH) exhibit the same desire to make it easy

for people to refer to them with ease. The scholars of the call

resolved and advised the same as Imam Malik, who said that

D 'awat al Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhdb. wa athanihafil 'Alam al Islami, (Sheikh

Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab call and its impact on the Islamic world) P34.35.









































































































































































CHAPTER IV

The results and impact of Sheikh
Muhammad ibn AbdulwahhSb Salafi call

and a sample of Ulema defending and
describing the true call of Sheikh
Muhammad ibn AbdulwahhSb

Preface

An unbiased researcher who has studied the life of

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdulwahhab and his call objectively

and the efforts exerted by Saud family to establish this call

cannot deny the fact that this call was the religious side of an

intellectual renaissance. Then this intellectual activity

influenced the entire Muslim society in all its political,
economic and social spheres and many right directional calls
in the Islamic world were influenced by this call.

The call launched by Sheikh Muhammad ibn

Abdulwahhab undoubtedly met with success because it
achieved the noble objectives it strove for. It created in the

Muslim society, an awakening and revived a feeling that had
died down. The call also enabled the Muslims to change the

currents of thought and revert to the legacy of the pious
ancestors of the Muslim community.

As a result, the Muslims, in most countries, returned to

the pristine, pure Islam of its early period. It is a fact the call













This condition totally changed after the Salafi call.
This call unified the most parts of the Arabian Peninsula

under the First Saudi State whose boundaries extended

from Syria in north to Yemen in south and from Red Sea

in west to the Gulf in east.

It was the outcome of this call that an "Islamic state,

i.e. the state of the Saud dynasty, was established. It is still

ruling in accordance with the Islamic Sharia, serving the

Two Holy Mosques and supporting the Muslims in all

parts of the world by building mosques, establishing

Islamic religious and educational centers and preaching

Islam.''®

The followers of this Salqfi mission brought back

peace, security and stability to the people of the Peninsula

by implementing the Islamic penal code in the Kingdom.

They prevented the Bedouin Arabs from harassing the

pilgrims who came to Makkah and Madina for the Hajj as

they prevented them from extorting money from them.'"

In general, the Saudi state, which was established in

accordance with the Salafi call, is the best state in

implementing the Islamic Sharia, establishing security and

Abdullah ib» YusufAskShibil, op. cit., p. 64
'"prom the article of Sheikh Dr. Fawzan al-Fawzan. published in Majallaiu'l-BuMllhi'I-

IsMmfya, (Islamic researches) issue 16
"'Ahmad al-Qattan, Imamu'd-Da'wa: Ash-Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abdilwahhdb (Sheikh

Muhaimnad ibn Abdilwahhfib's call) (Kuwait; Maktabatu's-Sundus, 1409), p. 102.
























































